Weather Tools

Project Meteorologists are responsible to provide a daily forecast for SOAR’s cloud seeding and atmospheric research programs. The forecast is developed using the latest available weather data from a variety of different sources from both the public and private sector. The internet has become the primary forecasting tool for meteorologists. The following links are only some of the most frequently used websites by the SOAR Project Meteorologist.

Weather Forecasting Links
- Unisys Weather
- COLLEGE OF D U P A G E - N E X L A B
- Texas A&M Weather Center
- Oklahoma Weather Roundup
- Texas Tech Storm Intercept Team
- NWS Numerical Prediction Center
- Hydrometeorological Prediction Center
- Center for Ocean Land Atmosphere Studies
- R A O B Rawinsonde Data Sources
- TEXAS WEATHER MODIFICATION PROGRAM DECISION SUPPORT
- NOAA ARL READY
- The Storm Machine
- Texas Tech Mesonet Data
- University of Oklahoma CAPS
- Texas State Information from IWIN